PARADA DEL SOL VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
Welcome to the Parada del Sol Parade and Trail’s End Festival Volunteer team.
If you have special skills we need to put this parade on each year, please contact us through the
website. There are many skills in the planning and day of the parade needed to help us keep our
costs low and help this small Parada Team with all the details of these events.
EVENT VOLUNTEERS
Fundraising
Volunteers are needed to distribute materials to corporations and businesses to bring them
into this event as new sponsors. Each person should be able to meet with three businesses.
Photographers and Videography
A team of photographers and one videographer with high quality equipment is needed to
document this event from beginning to end. Each photo and video would become copyrighted
by the Parada del Sol Parade and used for promoting the event in the future.
Stage Manager
There are stages that have many entertainers and those stages need one person to help
manage the schedules and help entertainers get on stage on their scheduled time.
Hospitality and Logistics Teams
Volunteers are responsible for staffing the volunteer check-in area and be sure there is help to
transport judges, parade VIPS while also providing food and water throughout the day.
Morning Parade/Festival Team
At 5 am on Parade Day volunteers are needed to put up banners on stages, assemble trash
boxes and distribute them along the route and in the festival.
Equine Safety Team
Team members will help along the route to identify horses that are acting unhappy and may
need to be pulled into a special area to calm them before allowed to continue on the route.
Parade Route Pacers
Volunteers are needed to pace entrants and move them quickly along and ensure the safety of
entry participants along the entire parade route. (must have phones to call for Parade support).
Entry Staging / Check in
Volunteers will assist float entries during check-in by directing them to their designated staging
area, communicate any concerns or questions to appropriate personnel, and ensure a steady
pace as entries enter the parade route
Festival Team

Volunteers are needed to help put up and take down pet fencing around the parade and
festival early in the morning and later at 5 until 7 pm.
Kids Area
Volunteers are needed from 10-4 to assist in the kids area- We have bouncy houses, mining for
gold and all sorts of other opportunities.

